
Madam Muna is an
old-fashioned psychic.  

She “sees” the future
in her crystal ball.

She tells customers the 
truth,  but she chooses 

her words very carefully. 
Then they pay her.  

The Simple Future 

Oh, no!  
I see she’s going 
to be lonely 
in her old 

age. And she 
won’t have 
much money. 
But I won’t 
tell her 
   that.    

So, Mrs. Hope, 
We’ll see about 

your future in my crystal ball. 
Uh . . . I see you’re going to 
live a long, long life.     

I am? 

That’s 

great! 

How 

long 

will I 

live?  

Let’s see . . . My crystal 
ball says your husband is 

a very romantic man. 
There’s going to be a big 
surprise in your love life 

in a week or two. 

  Oh, dear!          

I see her 

husband is 

going to 

leave her    

for another 

woman soon. 

What can    

I say?  

They 
 will?               
Is the 
family 

going to 
stay close 
together?  

Your sons 

will get    

a lot of 

money.   

Oy veh! 

They’ll 

spend a 

few years 

in a local 

prison.  

Good! And 

what’s going to 

happen to my 

daughter? 

Oh, yes. I see they’re not 

going to move away for 

a long time. 

Many, 
many men 
are going 
to fall in 
love with 
your 
beautiful 
daughter. 

 She will? 

Oh, thank 

you so much! 

Here. Please 

take this! 

Well, she  

isn’t going to be in         
any movies, but she’s 

going to work in some 

Hollywood restaurants.  

She’ll serve some  

famous people—this       

year.  

Uh oh.                 

Her  

daughter will 

marry five 

times—and 

there will 

be five 

divorces 

in the 

next ten 

years.   

How

romant
ic!

And she’
s

going t
o be

a succe
ssful

actres
s—

right?

Your daughter 

will be among 

the stars! 

Tsk, Tsk. 

 Her two          

sons are going 

to rob a bank 

next month. 

What do I say 

to her?    

Whew!  

That was 

difficult. But 

good news pays 

better. 

16 
Telling the 

Future 

Chapter 16 Language Functions: Make Predictions about the Future. 
Scenario: Telling the Future 201 

That will    

be wonderful!  
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16-A  On the lines, write words and word parts from
the Scenario: Telling the Future on page 201.   

All right, Lady.  We’ll 15    see  . 

about your future. You’re going

16 _____  _________  a long life. 

There’s going 17 _____  _______ 

a big surprise in your love life.     

Your sons will 18 _____________  

a lot of money. I see they’re not

19 _________  ____  __________  

away for a long time. Many men     

are 20 ________  ____  ________

in love with your daughter.

Your daughter 21 _______  

_________  among the stars.  

    Oh, no! I see Mrs. Hope

1 i  is   going to be lonely in

her  old age.  She 2 ____n’t  have 

much money.  But I 3 ____n’t  tell her 

that.  Her husband 4 ______ going to 

leave her for another woman soon.                          

Her two sons 5 ______  going 6 ____ 

rob a bank next year.  They’____ 7 

spend years in prison.   

Her daughter 8 _______ marry five 

times.  There 9 _____ be five divorces 

in  the next ten years.  She          

10 ____n’t  going 11 ______   be  a 

successful actress, but she’_____ 12

going 13 ____  work in some 

Hollywood restaurants.

She’___ 14  serve some famous   

people this year.       How long 22 ____ I ______ ?

Is the family 23 _______  ___  ______ 

close together?  What’___  ______

___  __________ 24 to my daughter?

She’___  _______  ___  _____ 25

a successful actress, right?  
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16-B  Match the answers to the questions about the 
Scenario: Telling the Future. Write the letters a-i                   

in the spaces. **You can add information of your own.  

1. Is Mme. Muna’s customer going to 
be lonely?  

[   e   ] a.  Not soon. She’s going to live a 
long, long life.  

2. According to the psychic,  when 
will Mrs. Hope die? 

[        ] b.  Five. And she’s going to get 
divorced five times too.  

3. Will Mrs. Hope’s husband fall in 
love with another woman? 

[        ] c.  Not exactly. They’re going to rob a 
bank and go to prison.  

4. Are her sons going to become 
successful businesspeople? 

[        ] d.  No, but she’ll work in Hollywood—
among the stars.  

5. How many times is her daughter 
going to marry?  

[        ] e.  Yes, she is—because her husband 
is going to leave her.  

6. Will the daughter become a 
successful actress?  

[        ] f.   Yes, she does—in a way.  

7. Does the fortune-teller tell her 
customers the truth? 

[        ] g.  Yes, he will. It will be a surprise to 
his wife.  

8. Why does she choose her words 
very carefully?  

[        ] h.  Because she likes happy 
customers. They pay more.  

 SIMPLE FUTURE STATEMENTS  
A SIMPLE FUTURE SENTENCE CAN BE A PREDICTION—A STATEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE                  

OR A GUESS ABOUT THE FUTURE. A FUTURE VERB PHRASE HAS THREE PARTS:  
[1]  A FORM OF BE—SINGULAR OR PLURAL, AFFIRMATIVE OR NEGATIVE +  

[2]  THE PHRASE GOING TO +  [3] THE BASE FORM OF A VERB, WITHOUT ENDINGS.  

 SUBJECT BE  
( + NOT) 

GOING 
TO 

BASE (THE REST OF THE 
SENTENCE) 

I 
You 
We 

Your daughter 
She 

Your sons 
They 

‘m 
‘re 

‘re not 
 is 

isn’t 
are 

aren’t 

going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 

tell 
be  

have 
marry 

become 
rob 

move 

your fortune. 
lonely in your old age. 
much money.  
many times.  
a successful actress. 
a bank.  
far away.  

THERE IS / ARE 
(+ NOT) 

GOING BASE 
VERB BE SUBJECT + . . . . 

There’s 
There isn’t 
There are 

going to 
going to 
going to  

be 
be 
be 

a surprise in your love life. 
much happiness in her marriage.  
a lot of problems.  

 
 

AFFIRMATIVE 

& NEGATIVE 

STATEMENTS  
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16-C  With the words under the lines, make simple future 
statements—singular and plural, affirmative and 

negative. Add the correct form of be and the phrase going to.  

1.       The lady is going to have a hard time                .                                                   
The lady / have a hard time.  

2.   She isn’t going to be happy in her old age          ..             
She / not be happy in her old age.  

3. __________________________________________________              
She / live a long life.  

4.                                                                                                      .              
She / not have much money.   

5. __________________________________________________              
Her husband / leave her soon.  

6. __________________________________________________              
There / be a surprise in her love life in a week or two.  

7. __________________________________________________              
Mr. Hope / run off with another woman.  

8. __________________________________________________         
She / never get married again.  

9. __________________________________________________              
Her two sons / rob a bank next month.  

10.                                                                                                    .  
      *They / not keep or spend the money.  

11. _________________________________________________  
      They / spend a lot of time in prison.  

12. _________________________________________________  
      Her daughter / marry five times in the next ten years.  

13.                                                                                                   .  
      *Her marriages / not last. 

14.                                                                                                   .  
      There / not be any grandchildren.  

15. _________________________________________________  
      You / live a long, long life.        

5-8 

9-11 

12-14 

15-16 

1-4 
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QUESTIONS & SHORT ANSWERS:            
THE SIMPLE FUTURE  

IN A SIMPLE FUTURE YES / NO OR CHOICE QUESTION,  A FORM OF BE COMES BEFORE                 
THE SENTENCE SUBJECT. THE ANSWER TO A YES / NO QUESTION MEANS YES OR NO.                 

AN ANSWER TO A CHOICE QUESTION IS ONE OF THE CHOICES.  

IN AN INFORMATION QUESTION, A FORM OF BE COMES BETWEEN THE QUESTION WORD OR 
PHRASE AND THE SUBJECT—IF THE SUBJECT IS NOT WHO? OR WHAT? 

 SUBJECT BE  
(+ NOT) 

**(NOT) GOING TO +     BASE  
VERB ( + . . . ) 

POSSIBLE SHORT 
ANSWERS 

QUESTIONS WITH 
WHO?OR WHAT?

SUBJECTS 

Who 
What 

‘s 
‘s 

going to be successful? 
**not going to happen? 

Mrs. Hope’s daughter. 
Many things.  

 BE  
*(+ NOT) SUBJECT  

GOING TO + BASE  VERB                    
( + . . . ) 

POSSIBLE SHORT 
ANSWERS 

YES/NO & 
CHOICE 

QUESTIONS 

Am 
*Aren’t 

*Is 

I 
you 
he 

going to live a long life? 
going to see a psychic? 
going to marry or stay single? 

Yes, you are. No, you aren’t.  
Yes, I am. No, I’m not..   
Stay single.  

 QUESTION 
WORDS 

BE  
(+ NOT) SUBJECT **(NOT) GOING TO + 

BASE  VERB ( + . . . ) 

 
INFORMATION 

QUESTIONS 

Who 
What 

Where 
When  

How long 

am 
‘s 

are 
is 

are 

I 
the lady 
the boys 
the man 

they 

going to marry? 
going to do?  
*going to live? 
going to die? 
going to go to school? 

POSSIBLE SHORT 
ANSWERS 

Your best friend.  
Change the future. 
In the country. 
Not for a long, long time. 
For a couple of years.   

*Pronunciation: “Gonna”  
 In quick, natural speech, the words going to 
sound like “gonna.”   This form is common in 

speaking, but don’t write it in formal 
sentences.  Here are examples: 

I’m never “gonna” be rich. = I’m never going to be rich. 
Our son’s “gonna” leave us. = Our son is going to leave us.  

Are you ever “gonna” go to a fortune teller? =                                            
Are you ever going to go to a fortune-teller? 

**In the same way, other words can go 
together in quick speech and sound like 

“reduced forms.” For example:  

**“Whatcha gonna” do tomorrow?” =                                               
What are you going to do tomorrow?  

**The Meaning of 
Grammar: Future Plans  

For plans in the near future, present 
continuous verb forms are more common 

than the simple future with  be going to—
especially with the base verb go, as in:  

I’m never “gonna” go to a psychic. = I’m never                  
going to go to a psychic. = I’m never going to a psychic.  

Nobody’s “gonna” tell me my future. = Nobody is                  
going to tell me my future. = Nobody’s telling me my future.  

Where are you “gonna” go today? = Where are you                  
going to go today? = Where are you going today? 

“Whatcha gonna” do tonight? = What are you                  
going to do tonight? = What are you doing tonight?  
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16-D  VOCABULARY: FUTURE ACTIVITIES. With the vocabulary 
items under the pictures and words of your own,                 

ask and answer Yes /No and choice questions about the pictures.                  
Use the sentence subjects after the numbers in future sentences with 
be going to. You can answer the questions with information from the 
Scenario: Telling the Future—or you can think of your own answers.   

1. Mrs. Hope 2. she 3. her husband 4. a big surprise 

have a long life / 
die at an early age 

live a happy life / 
be sad and lonely  

leave her for 
another woman / 
desert his family** 

there . . . be . . . in 
her love life  

5. her two sons 6. they 7. they 8. they 

rob a bank / get a 
lot of money /              

try to run away 

get away** / get 
caught** / spend 
time in prison 

stay close to 
home /                     

move far away 

reform** / get out               
of jail / be lawyers / 

do honest work**  

9. her daughter 10. she / they 11. she 12. she 

stay single / get 
married / have a 
happy marriage 

fight / separate / 
divorce / remarry / 
get divorced again 

go to college / 
study hard /                

do well in school 

graduate /                  
get a good job /              
be successful  

Is Mrs. Hope going 

to die at an early 

age or is she going 

to live a long life?  

She’s going to live a long life. Or maybe it’s only going 

to seem long because she’s going to be sad and lonely. 

Is her husband going to be a good family man—or Is he 

going to leave her and desert his family? There’s going 

to be a big surprise in her love life, right?   
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Who 

What 

What . . . 

Which . . . 

Where 

When 

Why 

How 

How . . . 

am 

is 

‘s 

isn’t** 

are 

aren’t** 

I 
my . . . 

we 
our . . . 

you 
your . . .  

he 
his . . . 

she 
her . . . 

it 
they 

their . . . 
. . . . . . . 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
going to . . . ? 

*Vocabulary: Future 
Time Expressions 

Adverb phrases can answer the question 
When in the future?  Here are examples 
of future time expressions. (The dotted 

lines . . . are for additional items.)  

**A future time expression with            
the preposition in has the meaning of 

from now. These examples are  boxed  : 
Be there   in a few minutes   .=  

Be there   a few minutes from now**    . 

 Let’s meet again  in a couple of days  .= 

Let’s meet again   a couple of days from now**    . 

***The expressions some day and some 
time mean “at an identified time in the 
future—probably never.” For example: 

When are you going to pay me?  

Oh,  some time  (maybe). 

When am I going to be rich and famous?.  

Uh  . . . . some day  (perhaps). 

*16-D  You can use the 
same vocabulary 

for information questions about                   
the future—with these sentence 
parts and words of your own. 

**A classmate can answer with short 
sentences and future time phrases.    

***Can you—or your classmate—                 
“tell the future?” In sentences                    
with going to, add your own ideas                 
to your questions and answers.  

How long am I going to 

live? Who am I going to 

marry? When am I going 

to meet him? What kind 

of marriage is it going 

to be? How many 

children are we going 

to have? Why aren’t we 

going to travel around 

the world?     

You’re going to live 

about 80 more years. 

Tomorrow night you’re 

going to a party. a 

rich, handsome stranger 

is going to notice you 

there. In about six 

months he’s going to 

propose to you. The 

year after next . . .  

 

this 

morning 
afternoon 
evening 
week 
weekend 
month 
year 
. . . . . . . **  

 
 

in 

a  (little) while** 
an hour (or so)** 
a day (or two)** 
a  few  weeks  
two months  
several years  
  . . . . . . . . . . .** 

 
 
 

next 
 

week 
weekend 
Monday   
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday   
Saturday / . . .  
month / year 
time  
. . . . . . . . . . . . **  

today / tonight 
tomorrow 

( morning / 
afternoon / 
evening / 
night / . . . )** 

the day after 
tomorrow** 

the week after 
next**  / that  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(very) soon / later / some day*** /                        
some time*** /  . . . . . . . **  
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WILL-STATEMENTS ABOUT THE FUTURE 
ANOTHER WAY TO EXPRESS FUTURE MEANING IS WITH THE MODAL WILL.            

THE NEGATIVE FORM IS WON’T ( = WILL NOT ).                             

 SUBJECT WILL 
( + NOT) 

BASE  SHORT FORMS WITH  SUBJECT 

AFFIRMATIVE 

& NEGATIVE 

STATEMENTS  

We 
This customer 

Her husband 
They 

‘ll 
will 

will not 
won’t 

see 
feel 
be 

stay 

the future.  
lonely.  
faithful.   
married.  

THERE IS / WILL 
( + NOT) 

BASE 
VERB  SUBJECT + (REST OF SENTENCE) . . . 

There 
There 
There 

will 
will not 
won’t 

be 
be 
be 

many surprises in your love life. 
much peace or comfort in your life.  
a lot of problems with easy solutions.  

I will = I’ll.   we’ll = we’ll. 
you will = you’ll. 

he will = he’ll.  she will = she’ll. 
they will = they’ll.    

WILL-QUESTIONS WITH SHORT ANSWERS   
IN A YES / NO QUESTION, THE SENTENCE SUBJECT COMES BETWEEN WILL OR WON’T                

AND THE BASE VERB.  A YES / NO  ANSWER CAN INCLUDE WILL OR WON’T.                       
IN AN INFORMATION QUESTION, WILL / WON’T  COMES BETWEEN THE QUESTION WORD                
OR PHRASE AND THE SUBJECT—IF IT IS NOT THE QUESTION WORD WHO? OR WHAT? 

 SUBJECT WILL 
( + NOT) BASE VERB + . . .  

WILL- 
STATEMENTS  

 I                
Your wife 

‘ll 
won’t 

tell your future.  
ever leave you.  

 

QUESTIONS WITH 
WHO? WHAT?

SUBJECTS 

Who 
What 

will 
will 

be successful? 
happen to my family? 

 

 WILL 
( + NOT )* SUBJECT  BASE  VERB ( + . . . ) POSSIBLE SHORT 

ANSWERS 
YES/NO 

QUESTIONS 
WITH WILL 

Will 
Will 

Won’t  

I 
people 

my  son 

live a long, happy life? 
pay me a lot of money?  
become an actor?* 

Yes, you will.  No, you won’t.  
Yes, they will. No, they won’t.   
Yes, he will.  No, he won’t. 

 QUESTION 
WORDS 

WILL 
( + NOT) SUBJECT BASE VERB 

+ . . . . 
INFORMATION 
QUESTIONS 
WITH WILL 

Who 
What  

Where 
When  

Why 

will 
will 
will 
will 

won’t 

my son 
his wife 

they 
we 

they 

marry? 
do?  
live? 
see them? 
stay here?   

POSSIBLE SHORT 
ANSWERS 

Someone from . . . .  
She’ll be a doctor.  
In another country.   
Not for a long time. 
Because of their jobs.  
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16-E  Circle the correct words                 
in this conversation.  

Mrs. Hope: So I ask a psychic about my future.                 
And she tells me . . . well, I 1 [ ’m / go ]   
going to 2 [ live / living ] a long life.                   
I 3 [ not / won’t ] 4 [ get / to get ] sick                  

5 [ today / this day ] or 6 [ tomorrow  / 
next day ] or 7 [ coming / next ] year.  

Neighbor: That’s great! And what 8 [ ’s / will ]                                      

9 [ going / going to ] 10 [ happen / 
happens ] in your love life? 

Mrs. Hope: Oh, a few weeks 11** [ next / from now ] 
my husband 12 [ is / will ] 13 [ become /              
to become ] very romantic. She says               

14 [ there’s / there ] 15 [ going to be / ’ll ]            
a big surprise for me.  I guess there                 

16 [ ’re / will ] 17 [ are / be ] many 
surprises in my life, 18*** [ will it /                      
won’t there ]—maybe 19 [ the / this ] 
week  or 20 [ next / near ] month or                    

21 [ in / those ] the next few years—                
and  many years 22** [ after / from now ]? 

Neighbor: Good surprises? 23 [ That’s / Won’t ]                 

24 [ going to / ’ll ] be wonderful,                         

25*** [ isn’t it / won’t it ]?  And what                      

26 [ ’s / will ] 27 [ going / will go ]                          

28 [ happen / to happen ] to your sons?            

29 [ Are / Will ] they 30 [ ’re becomings / 
become ] teachers?   

***Grammar:                    
Tag Questions 

“Tags” are two-word 
questions at the end of 
statements in informal 

conversation. They mean 
“Isn’t that right?”  

A tag question at the end 
of an affirmative 

statement is negative.                      
A  tag question added to                   

a negative statement                           
is affirmative.                                    

A subject personal 
pronoun follows the verb.  

Here are examples of 
simple future sentences 

with tag questions with 
the verb be.  

You’re going to tell the truth, 
aren’t you? 

Our children aren’t going to get 
into trouble, are they? 

My mother is going to become 
famous, isn’t she? 

She isn’t going to send me to 
law school, is she?  

For a tag at the end of an 
affirmative statement with 

will, use won’t before a 
subject pronoun.  Use will 

in a tag added to a negative 
statement with won’t.              

In these examples, short 
answers are [ in brackets ].  

You’ll tell me my future, won’t 
you?  [ Yes, I will. ]  

Your fortune-teller won’t 
make up stories,  will she?                    

[ No, she won’t. ] 
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*16-E  Write the correct words and word parts                            
on the lines. Choose from these items: 

am / ’m Are / are / ’re Isn’t / isn’t Will / will / ’ll this / next 
Is / is / ’s going to Aren’t / aren’t Won’t / won’t **in / **from / **after 

Mrs. Hope: 31    Are     my sons 32     going       to    be teachers? I don’t think so—          
not 33**     in    the next ten years. They__   ______  __ 34 need  a lot                    
of money, so  they  ll    35** have to have their own business soon.                  
But they_______ 36   be very successful 37  ________ year!  

Neighbor: How wonderful!  And their sister 38     is     ________  ____ make                     
even more money 39 _________ the future, 40*** __________ she?                      

41  ________ she  _________  ______ succeed as an actress?   

Mrs. Hope: Well, I know she____  _________  _____ 42 be among the stars.                    
And she_______ 43 get married too.   

Neighbor: Oh? So when 44  ___________ you become a grandmother?                           
Exactly how many grandchildren 45  _____ there _______  ____ be?              
Exactly where 46 __________ your daughter’s new family live?                     
They 47     won’t    move far away, 48*** _______ they?  And when                        

49  ____  this _____  ____   happen? 50  _____ it be 51  _______ year?                 
Maybe 52* _____ a year or two?  Five years 53** ______ now?                            
Ten years 54** ______ tomorrow? The decade 55** _______ next? 
Perhaps 56* ____ 25 years? Or just some day in 57  ____ century?  

Mrs. Hope: I’m not sure when we _____ 58  be grandparents.  But I know my sons 

59                   leave town 60* ______ the next decade or so.  

Neighbor: Your sons 61                     ever                                         move far away,             

62*** ________ they? They 63                          ever move to another city,              

64*** ______ they? But there 65 ________ be exciting changes in their 
lives, 66***               there? Nothing bad 67** _______  _________  _____ 
happen, 68*** ______ it?  Not 69  _______ this life!  
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*Grammar Use: 
GOING TO       

or WILL? 
In predictions about           

the future, the phrase           
be going to and           

the words will/won’t       
have similar meanings. 

Here are examples: 
You’re going to live a healthy life. = 

You’ll live a healthy life. 

 You’re not going to have any serious 
health problems. =  You won’t have 

any serious health problems.   

**Be going to is common 
for future intentions           

or plans. For example: 
I’ m going to read your palm, but I’m 

not going to look in a crystal ball. 
Then I’m going to tell               

you  about your future. =  

I’m planning to read your palm               
but not look in a crystal ball.               

After that, I’m planning to tell               
you about your future.*** 

**The words will/won’t 
can mean “(not) be willing 

to” or “promise to.”           
They’re common in offers. 

For example: 
I’ll read your palm,               

but I won’t look in a crystal ball. =               
I’m willing to read your palm               

but not look in a crystal ball. =               
I promise to read your palm                              

but not look in a crystal ball. *** 

***Chapter 17 is about  
forms and other uses of 
modal verbs: will /won’t, 

can / could,           
shall / should, may, 

might, must, had better.   

70.   Mrs. Hope’s husband will leave her next month       . 
       Mrs. Hope’s husband is going to leave her.   
71.   ________________________________________. 
       When will he come back? 
72. _________________________________________. 
       ***He won’t return in the next few years, will he?  
73. _________________________________________. 
       Are they going to get divorced? Yes, they are.  
74. _________________________________________. 
       But the man’s new girlfriend will leave him.   
75. _________________________________________. 
       Will he go back to his former wife? Yes, he will.  
76. _________________________________________. 
       ***But she isn’t going to forgive him, is she?  
77. _________________________________________. 
       She won’t take him back or remarry him, will she?  
78. _________________________________________. 
       The poor woman is going to go back to college.           
79.  _________________________________________. 
       ***She’ll get several degrees, won’t she? 
80.  _________________________________________. 
       ***Is she going to be successful? She sure is.   
81.  _________________________________________. 
       Where will she travel? To many exciting places.   
82.  _________________________________________. 
       What else is going to happen?     
83.  _________________________________________. 
       She won’t be rich or famous, but she’ll be happy.         

**16-E  Change the going-to phrases to 
phrases with will /won’t.                       

Change the phrases with will /won’t to going-to phrases. 
Make future sentences—statements, questions, and 
short answers—with the same meanings.  

***You can also add future time expressions and 
responses (questions, answers, and comments).  
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***16-F  Choose a time in the near or distant future.               
For ideas, here are some time phrases.  

In sentences with (not) be going to, will/won’t, and 
other future forms, make predictions for that time. 
You can tell about you or other people—or your 
class or community or the world. You can write 
your ideas in organized paragraphs. Include 
reasons for your predictions.  

****Show or read your writing to classmates, but 
don’t tell the future time. Can they figure it out?                     
Do they agree with your views? Why or why not? 

**16-F  On cards or paper, make “fortune-telling cues.” 
Write noun phrases for possible future events                

in people’s lives. Here are examples:  

an amazing 
discovery or 

invention 

a b i g f ire 
or natura l 
d i saster   

a fantastic 

opportunity   

an 
unexpected 
surprise 

an exciting trip 
to a dangerous 

place 

an accident with   
a strange or 

shocking result 

a family 
crisis 

an intr iguing 
re lat ionship  

a big change                
in heal th  

the best 

news 

possible 

Collect the phrases. Mix them up. In turn, take one. Read it silently.              
In statements with (not) be going to, will/won’t, and future time 
expressions, “tell your own fortune” in relation to that event.                          
In more sentences about the future, answer your listeners’ questions.  
Respond to their comments. Be creative in your predictions. 

a money-
related 
event 

a decisive 
realization 

so how is this 

guy going to 

discover you?       

His movie will cost             

a lot, won’t it? How 

much will it bring in?         

What will 

happen 

after 

that? 

in a few minutes (hours) this weekend (week, month) in . . . years (decades) 
today / tonight / tomorrow next Sunday (week, month, year) . . . years from now 

Predictions: 25 Years 
from Now 

    In my view, the world is going to be a peaceful place ten years from now. Why won’t there be any more terrorist attacks on innocent people?  What is going to happen in world politics in the next few decades? Political groups will solve all their conflicts. They’re going to take money and property from the rich and give it to the poor. No one will want revolution or war because . . .  

 I see a big change in my professional life. I’m not 

going to have to use an old crystal ball any 

more, am I? In only a few days a handsome, famous 

movie producer will discover my fortune-telling 

talent. He’s going to make a feature film about my 

life and work. It will be a huge success. . . .        


